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Work Begun On Laundry Expansion
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Textile Control Association
Meets at Clemson October 12
Dr. Poole Will Welcome
National Conferees

Student Enrollment
Listed by Counties

Williamsburg
York
States:
Alabama
Arizona
California
Connecticut _
Delaware *■
Florida
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana
Kansas
Kentucky
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Tennessee
Virginia
West Virginia
Washington, D. C.
Outside Continental U. S.

Listed below is the Clemson
College enrollment subdivided
by counties of South Carolina
and by other states. These figures have been compiled and
The Economics Club met Tuesreleased by the registrar's ofday night, October 2 in Room 312
fice.
of Long Hall with A. W. Norman

New Economics (iub
Officers Elected

presiding.
Dr. Aull and Prof. Trevillian
made short talks for the benefit
of new members concerning the
purpose and plans of the club.
Thrpe new officers v°re elected and these included B. G. Anderson, vice-president; C. L. Ackerman, secretary-historian; and L.
L. Warman, treasurer,
i The next meeting will be held
Tuesday night, October 16, when
the formal initiation of the new
members will take place. Included among the initiates are: W. H.
Faver, J. G. Campbell, R. F. MixThe Clemson chapter of Blue
on, H. T. Pinckney, T. E. Hester,
Key sent a 'delegation consisting W. H. Jenkins, M. R. Saigol, and
of the Intercollegiate Relations W. D. Anderson.
Committee, faculty adviser, and
president of the chapter to the
University of South Carolina
Wednesday to meet with the University chapter and plan for better relations between the schools
on the State Fair weekend. Harry
Dukes, chairman of the commitGlenn Toomey resigned as prestee; Miles Bruce and Harry Lightident
of Gamma Kappa Alpha
sey, membsrs of the committee;
Frank Burtner, faculty adviser; Tuesday, October 2. He gave the
and Bill crown, president of the reason for his resignation as memClemson Blue Key attended the bership in a reserve unit which
meets on Tuesday nights.
meeting.
Eddie Isenhour was elected
The purpose of the meeting is
president
to finish the unexto plan the annual Clemsonpired term of the former presiCarolina dance on the Wednesdent. T. R. Feemster will be the
day night before the game, and
new secretary, former position
to make for better relations durof Isenhcur.
ing the festivities.
Five new members were present at Tuesday's meeting. They
were: J. C. Talbert, Dave Morris,
J. S. Ballamy, C. R. Starnes, and
A. D. Rhyne.

Laundry Addition Will Double Output
The new extension to the cadet
laundry • which, is now under
construction will almost double
the present output of the laundry.
The addition will put 1787-8 feet
of new floor space in the laundry.
The distribution room will be
moved from its present location
beneath the physics building to
the laundry, and it will remain
open from 8:00 to 12:00 a. m. and
1:00 to 6:00 p. m., which will be
a great advantage to the cadets as
well as the laundry.
At present, all laundry must
exchange hands about ten different times before it is finally
returned to the cadets. When
the extension is completed,
however, laundry will change
hands only twice.
Three new laundering units
will also be added; this will allow
the laundry to wash about 325
more pairs of pants per day.
The laundry has announced
that the service of having pants
pressed while vou wait has bppn
discontinued because it puts an
unnecessary strain on the laundry,
and causes other cadets to have
to wait longer for the return of
their clothes.
It will take approximately
two more weeks for the laundry
to catch up on its back work.
Mr. Frank Dillard has announced that, if work on the extension continues at its present
rate, it will be finished by the
first of November.

Bloodmobiie To Visit
Campus Again, Blood
Is Urgently Needed
The Red Cross Bloodmobiie will
again visit the Clemson campus on
October 15-16 for the purpose of
taking blood donations. The bloodmobile will belong to the Asheville Blood Donor Center, the
same group that made last year's
collections on the campus.
On Monday, October 15, collections will be made from 1 p.
m. to 7 p. m. However, on
Tuesday the collections will begin at 9 a. m.
Blood is urgently needed by the
Red Cross for the Korean battle
front. All students and community people are urged to make appointments' now to give blood by
calling Mrs. H. L. Hunter at 6070
i
in Clemson.

Cfemsofi, USC Blue Key
Plan Better
Clemson Student
Officer Of Camp
Long Association

Richard S. James
Is Cadet Of Week

National Convention
Of Pershing Rifles
Cadet Master Sergeant Forrest
E. Cookson, Jr., first sergeant of
Company A-l, has been named official delegate for the Fourth
Regimental Headquarters of
Pershing Rifles to the annual National Convention in Denver, Colorado on October 12 and 13.
Cadet Cookson is Regimental
Adjutant of the Fourth Regiment
and holds the rank of major in
that organization. He will travel
to Denver by plane and will stay
at the Shirley-Savoy Hotel.
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Correction
Correction—It was erroneonsly stated in last week's TIGER
that ah accident occurred in the
wood shop. The accident took
place in the industrial education
lab and not the wood shop,
which boasts a perfect safety
record.

Alumni, Is Wounded
In Action In Korea
Word has been received here
that Corporal N. R. Salley, Clemson graduate in agriculture, was
wounded in action in Korea on
September 11. He received shrapnel wounds in the side and back
and also suffered from a concussion.
Cpl. Salley is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. N. R. Salley, of Salley.
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Mr. Bratton Williams, associate
professor of weaving and designing in the Clemson School of Textiles, will leave Saturday, October
6 for Chicago, Illinois, where he
will attend a meeting of the National Safety Congress sponsored
National Safety Council as a representative of the Clemson Textile School. The congress will last
from Monday, October 8 until Friday, October 12 and will embrace
discussions on safety in all forms
of industry.
Mr. Williams will ^address the
textile section on Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock on "Creating and
Maintaining Interest in Safety."
He will travel to the meeting by
train.

p. o. »o% ie»

CIRCULATION COOP

LOUIS HENRY
CHARLES MEIBURG

, JOHN D. LANE

Ticket Information
Given For Fair Game
Students' tickets for the Carolina game will be given to
each student by his presenting
his own Athletic Card at the
Ticket Office, Field House, between 5:30 p. m. and 8:30 p. m.
on the following dates:
Juniors, October 5-8; Sophomores, October 9-12; and
Freshmen, October 13-17."
For the Carolina game there
will be a limited number of date
tickets for each class. These
will be sold on the same dates
on a first-come basis.
Clemson students may buy
tickets to the games with N. C.
State, and College of the Pacific at the Ticket Office during
the regular office hours.

Beiderlinden To
Visit Clemson

It is independent of any other
textile group and its members are
scattered from Canada to Texas,
although most of its activities are
concentrated in the CarolinasGeorgia-Virginia area.
President of the \ group is
Claude E. Moss, quality manager
of Firestone Textiles, Gastonia,
North Carolina. Other officers are
vice president, F. H. Martin of
the Springs Cotton Mills, Lancaster; secretary, W. A. Thomason
of Charlette, southern editor Of
"The "Textile World;" treasurer,
George Archer, of the Uster Corporation, Charlotte, North Carolina.

Major General William A. Beiderlinden, Deputy Comanding
General of the Third Army, will
visit Clemson on Thursday, October 11 for the purpose of presenting the Silver Star Medal to Mrs.
Roy Gramling, wife of Major Roy
Gramling, Clemson graduate and
former .Assistant Professor of
Military Science and Tactics here.
The medal is being presented for
Major Gramling's exemplary serRegistration for the Clemson
vice in Korea. The major has meet will begin at 6 p. m.
Thursday, October 11 at the
been reported missing in action.
Clemson House. Persons inGeneral Beiderlinden was
terested in maintaining the
Comanding General of the 44th
quality of textile products will
Infantry Division and was probe welcomed as guests of the
moted to Major General in 1949.
conference. The program will
A native of Missouri, the Genbegin at 9 a. m. October 12 with
eral is a graduate of the Coma welcome by Dr. R. F. Poole,
mand and General Staff School
president of Clemson College.
and the Field Artillery School.
At 10 a. m. Dr. K. L. Hertel,
He holds the Legion of Merit,
director of Fiber Research Labthe Bronze Star Medal, and the
oratories of the University of
Commendation Ribbon.
Tennessee will lead a discussion
The General enlisted in the on "The Use of the ArealcArmy in 1917 and was appointed meter for Determing Fineness
a First Lieutenant that same year. and Maturity. F. H. Martin,
According to Colonel Cookson,
vice-president of the organizaCommandant of Cadets, General tion, will be moderator of a
Beiderlinden was G-l in the Far
panel discussion on quality conEast and was responsible for retrol in small and medium textile
placement policies used by the plants.
Army. He instituted the rotation
plan for service personnel and
A business meeting will follow
was responsible for the high at noon, after which there will
morale of the troops in Japan and be a luncheon at the Clemson
Korea.
House. William A. Karl, general
manager of the textile division of
Firestone Tire and Rubber Company of Akron, Ohio, will be the
luncheon speaker. His subject
will be "What Top Management
Expects of Quality Control."
At 3 p. m. there will be a discussion on "Long and Short Term
Variation in Sliver and Roving,"
The TIGER, in an effort to led by J. J. Simpson, Southern
Regional Research Laboratories,
revive school spirit during the New Orleans, Louisiana.
State Fair weekend in Columbia,
Mr. Hans Locher of Zellweer,
and particularly at the Clem- Ltd., Luster, Switzerland, speaks
son-Carolina football game, has at 4 p. m. on "The Continental
issued a written challenge to Approach to Textile Testing." At
the Gamecock, University of 5 p. m. Dr. Hugh M. Brown, Dean
South Carolina student publica- of the Clemson School of Textion, which is intended to be in tiles, will lead a discussion on
the interest of better student "New Developments in Instrurelationships between the stu- ments and Equipment."
dent bodies of both schools.
The Spring meeting of the orThe Co-Editors of the TIGER, ganization has been set for April
Charles Meiburg and Louis 3-4 in Atlanta, Georgia. Its theme
Henry, and the News Editor, will be "Modern Physical Textile
Stan Kohn, have challenged the Testing."
Editor of the Gamecock to present himself with two other representatives of his paper at a
meeting in the Wade Hampton
Coffee Shop in Columbia after
the Clemson-Carolina football
• game. At this meeting the three
staff members of the newspaper
Open house was held by the
that represents the school that
loses the game will publicly eat Gamma Lamba chapter of Alpha
the previous issue of their news- Phi Omega on Monday night in
the club room. Forty-five prospaper.
The Gamecock has not yet pective members attended and
answered the letter from the were familiarized with the history
TIGER, however, it is expected and responsibilities of the organthat they will accept. This is ization.
Louis G. Kelly, math professor
not the first time that such a
at
Clemson and a prominent
challenge has been issued by
South Carolina Scouting dignione of the schools.
tary, will be speaker at the next
meeting, to be held Monday, October 8 in the club room. He will
speak on Alpha Phi Omega and
local scouting.

TIGER Challenges Gamecock To
Eat Words After Ball Game

CLtMSON, 5. C.

Sept. 25,1951

JOEREID
tUIINCll MM.

mandant after being chosen best
drilled freshman in competition
on September 15. He is on Company D-3.
•Cadet James is the brother of
John H. James, who was regimental comander of the Corps of
Cadets last year.
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Cpl. Salley, Clemson

CO-EDITOR*

Prof. Williams To Attend
National Safety Council
Cookson Will Attend

Toomey Resigns As

Tom Bryson, Clemson student,
is Vice-President of the Camp
Long Christian Association
WYCA and YMCA Training Conference. Miss Elizabeth Barber
of Limestone is President of the
conference.
Outstanding leaders include
Rev. Wallace Fridy of Spartanburg, Rev. McKay Brabham, minister of the Methodist Church in
North Charleston, who will speak
on Christian Faith and Heritage.
Dr. Edouard Patte of Presbyterian College will lead the forum on men, women, and God
in the Christian home.
The Rev. Charlie Arrington of
the Due West Baptist Church will
aid a discussion on the Christian's
place in the Armed Services.'
Cadet Richard S. James, freshMiss Helen Crotley, Wesley
Foundation Secretary at Win- man cadet, has been named cadet
throp, will lead the discussion on of the week.
He was named by the ComMeaningful Worship Programs.
The President's Workshop will
be lead by Miss Marie Edwards,
Secretary of the YWCA at the
University of South Carolina, Mr.
Ted Ledeen, YMCA Secretary at
the University of South Carolina,
and Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, General Secretary of the YMCA at
Clemson College.
Other leaders who will have
part on' the program include
Miss Elizabeth Stowe of Winthrop College, Mr. J. R. R.
Cooper of Clemson College,
and Mr. J. M. Leland of The
Citadel.
Those who plan to attend this
conference are urged to make
application immediately.

Abbeville
Aiken
Allendale
Anderson
Bamberg
Barnwell
Beaufort
Berkeley
Calhoun
Charleston *~
Cherokee
Chester
Chesterfield .
Clarendon _.
Colleton
Darlington _
Dillon
Dorchester _
Edgefield
Fairfield
Florence
Georgetown
Greenville _
Greenwood _
Hampton
Horry
Jasper
Kershaw
Lancaster
Laurens
Lee
Lexington _
Marion
Marlboro
McCormick .
Newberry _
Oconee

A meeting of the Textile Quality Control Association will
be held at Clemson on October 12. This organization was
. 43 officially organized last April in Raleigh, North Carolina, for
-87 the purpose of studying and disseminating material on-the
development of methods and new ideas and instruments for
. 11
the control of quality processing in textile plants.

'FACULTY ADVISOR

Editor
The Gamececk
University of South Carolina
Colunbia, South Carolina,
Dear Editor:
In view of the trouncing (iron South Carolina by Duke
University and the trouncing given Presbyterian by Clemen's
Tigers, wo feel assured of a victory on Big Thursday;
however, you undoubtedly feel the Oaaececka will triuaph.
In order to establish better relations between the schools,
we would like to revive a tradition of the past participated in by editors of the Gamecock and THE TIQ2R. However,
we propose to participate on a larger scale this year.
We, the Co-Editors-Charies Heiburg and Louis Henry- and News
Editor-Stan Kobn, hereby challenge the editor of the Oanececk,
and two other representatives whoa he nay choose, to present
themselves at the Wade Hampton Coffee Shop after the ClemsonCarolina football gaae, October 25, 1951*
Xt this tine, the three representatives of the newspaper representing the losing school will publicly oat the previous issue
of their "rag".
"Oamececk if you don't J"
fraternally yours,
Charles Iteiburg, Co-Editor
louis^Honry^'CofcEditor
Stan Eehn, News Editor

Alpha Phi Omega
Holds Open House

Presbyterians Will
Hold Sfale-Clentson
Their Words
fame (M-A Parly By
"Colonel Jones and I make up

Clemson's Presbyterian Student
Association will hold its second
radio party on Saturday nieht.
October 6 beginning at 7:45
o'clock in the Club Room of the
Fort Hill Presbyterian Church.
All Presbyterian students, dates,
and friends are welcome.
Dr. Weber Peterson is to be in
charge of refreshments.

the vice squad."
"Whistles" Erlenketter
"Look out, you two."
"Love 'em and leave 'em"
Burtner
"From now on you will not
start eating until first rest, just
like any other cadet."
"Calamity" Jones
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TALK OF THE TOWN

The III Tiger

Conduct at Concerts Could
Be Corrected or Cancelled

"He Roars For Jm*' Clemson A AM"
Member of
Intercallefiata Praaa and Associated Collegiate Pr«l
Fouoded hy the Clasi of 1»07 and published weekly during the school
year by the students of Clemson College
THE TIGER Is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper. Its claim, The
South's Most Interesting College Newspaper,'' Is based on circulation, comments, and general attitude of those who read It.
*

By: "Doc" Baker
OPENED WITH A CALL
Last Thursday night the Clemson Concert
Series opened with the U. S. Navy Band doing the honors. This was their fourth appearance in the would-be auditorium.
The students really went wild when the
band played "Tiger Rag"—Clemson style.
These programs are a regular part of a
student's life. Usually the conduct is excellent.
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The Four Pillars Of Freedom
Today we see Communist leaders attempting to destroy
the very foundations of our free government and our free
economy. In view of the chaotic present and the uncertain
future, we need to determine the cause of our dilemma.
The threat to our freedom is the cause* of our trouble.
Twice in one generation we have fought world wars for the
defense of our freedom. And now, we are once again called
upon to protect our most priceless possession.
We have taken freedom for granted. But we must real*
ize that freedom, like everything in life, comes at a price. No
matter what the price, we must pay it to protect our Godgiven rights.
We are now paying that price. We're at war, whether
we want' to call it that or not. In the outcome of this con*
flict, either the free people of the world or the Communists
will emerge victorious. It is evident that these two forces
cannot exist side by side.
Democracy is founded upon "faith in God, in the dignity
of man, and upon the concept that the government is the servant of the people, not their master."
Communism is founded upon "atheism, strife, fear, tyranny, and the philosophy that the government is the supreme master of the people."
We and the other free people of the world must be united
in purpose and action. Together, we must preserve freedom.
W. G. Vollmer, president of the Texas and Pacific Railway Company, has proposed what he calls "The Four Pillars
of Freedom." They are to WORK, SAVE, VOTE, AND
PRAY.
We must work to strengthen ourselves and our country
spiritually, morally, and economically.
We must saye our free American way of life, regardless
of the price.
We must vote in every election for people who put 'the
country's welfare above their own.
We must pray for wisdom and courage to be faithful to
our God and to our country. The fundamental belief in
God is the basis of our democracy.
The responsibility for freedom and peace does not rest
in the political capitals of the world. It rests in the hearts
of the people of the world.
(This is the fourth in a series of editorials written
from information and knowledge gained at "A Conference of American Youth," which was held in New York
last June. The conference was sponsored by Common
Cause, Incorporated, a voluntary non-profit organisation
formed In 1946 to take practical and effective measures
against the spread of world Communism. The sponsors
and membership of Common Cause come from all elements of our national life—Catholics, Protestants and
Jews, industry and labor, Democrats and Republicans,
minorities and foreign language groups—joined together
in the great cause of individual liberty.
Speakers at the meeting included the Rev. Dr. Daniel
A. Poling, editor of The Christian Herald; Dr. Harry
Gideonse, president of Brooklyn ollege; and Major
George Fielding Eliot, radio commentator and newspaper columnist. Messages were received from Gov.
Thomas E. Dewey and the United States State Department.)
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THE TIGER
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DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT .. .

Perish The Paddle Pulverizers;
Put Pledges To Painting
By Stan Kohn
Destructive Initiations
Don't think for a moment that I'm against
paddles. They are the greatest convincers
that sophomores have, and they can't be beat
as persuaders. But as used by fraternities in
initiations, they're out of place. Here's why.
It is understood by all initiates that they
are at the mercy of the actives of the fraternity or club they happen to be pledging.
And as a lowly pledge (neophyte, cub,
discard, or scab) they do just what any
member wishes. That usually amounts to
nothing more than bending over and letting some weak-minded student pound on
your posterior with a four pound paddle.
And believe me, that's as destructive as an
organization can get. They're wasting valuable time.
The so-called service clubs on this campus
could do much to better the community,
their reputation, and the campus outlook on
their organization should they happen to do
something constructive on the campus. Recently a service organization which incidently, has a chapter on this campus, did
away with paddling and hazing as part of
their initiation. Their pledges were required
to paint the interior and exteribr of the home
of one of the poorer families in the community.
Another fraternity at a Southern university required their pledges to canvas the community to collect old clothes, which were
turned over to the community chest oldclothes drive. Still another fraternity on
the same campus placed their pledges under
command of the local Red Cross. They were
used to circulate blood drive pledges on their
campus.
There are innumerable ways that fraternities can better their names by doing
away with their silly costume parades and
stupid after-dinner meetings under the
paddle. Lets get on it.
^
Wash Your Socks
I've heard so many boys wanting to know
how to wash those woolen socks that the gal
back home knitted last winter, that I thought
I'd pass on the procedure that I've been using
for mine. They're valuable keepsakes and
besides they keep your footsies warm, so do
it right.
The best thing for the socks is to wash
them after each wearing. Use only lukewarm water (that means almost cool), and
only a mild soap (the kind you wash your

face and not your floor). Put the socks
under the water and squeeze the socks
gently while sudsing. After completely
sudsing the socks, rinse them in water of
the same temperature as the wash water.

He went down to the bar, ordered a drink,
drank it, and started out. The bartender
called, "Hey, bud, you didn't pay for your
drink."
The would-be exitee said, "Oh, yes I did.
I just paid you."
The bartender didn't want a quarrel so he
let the football player go. He got back upstairs, and announced, "It worked!" He described what had happened, and the second
of the trio hurried downstairs to the bar to
try his luck.
The second fellow had his drink, started
out, and was also halted by the bartender
calling after him: "Hey, bud, you forgot to
pay for your drink."
Number two said, "I just paid you." Again
the bartender shrugged and let him leave.
So down came the number three footballer.
He ordered his drink and while he was drinking it the bartender came over and said,
"Pardon me, friend, but I'd like some advice.
Two guys just came in here, had drinks,
started out, and I said, 'You owe me for your
drink.' Each said 'No, I just paid you.' Look
at me. Am I goin' nuts?"
"I don't know," said number three. "Better give me my change and let me get out of
here."

Gags From Other College Rags
Father—Are they strict at ClemSometimes a pinch of salt can
be Improved by dropping it into a
son?
Son—Well, one fellow died in glass of beer.
Clemson Adage
class, and they propped him up
until the lecture ended.
Who gave the bride away?
Tiger
I could have, but I kept my
mouth shut.
The student gets the magazine,
The school gets the fame,
Q. What did they call the MexThe printed gets the money,
ican drunkard?
The editor gets the blame.
A. Souse of the border.

She—"What in the world makes
your tongue so black?"
Old Soldier—"I dropped my bottle of whiskey on a freshly tarred
road."
Mess Hall
Clemson Cadet: I'm groping for
words.
Winthrop girl: I think that you
•re looking in the wrong place.

I haven't gotten any "poop" on any of the
other June or August graduates, but as the
grapevine swings this way, we'll let you
know.

However, at Clemson some of the boys
take courses that deal with swine. To
those who were participating Thursday
night, please don't call the performers on
the stage with the "whoo-oops" of a pigcaller.

AD LIBBING
Breathes there a student with soul so baed,
Who always to himself has said,
This is my own ticket,
And I'll not sell it.

SMOKE DOESN'T HELP
While we're on the subject of the concerts,
let's look at one of the undesirable things
that happened during the evening. At intermission several people smoked. I must say
here and now, the students were not the only
ones puffing away. Nevertheless, some of
the students were smoking inside the building. -

YOUR OPINION
We've been promising you a question and
answers for three weeks. Here they are!
Question: Do you think a Clemson student is right or wrong in selling his ticket
to the Clemson-Carolina game?
"If the student plans to attend the game,
he should get a ticket. If he does not plan
to go, he does not need a ticket and should
not purchase one to make a profit. People
who want to go are having a very hard time
getting tickets as jt is." W. A. Amick, T.M.,
4, Rock Hill.
"A Clemson student is not right in selling
his ticket for profit. By selling his ticket for
profit, in the case of date tickets, he is depriving other, students of this privilege."
J. O. Shuler, A.H., A, Columbia.
"It is my belief that the Clemson student
is right in selling his ticket if he so desires,
that is, as long as the school has no regulations against it. The student has paid for
his ticket and owns it. If the ticket were not
used, the seat would be unoccupied." F. K.
Babbitt, T. E., 1, Fort Bragg, N. C.
"Wrong! He should go, if lucky enough
to get a date ticket." W. T. Williamson,
Dairy 3, Naval Base.
"I think he would be right in selling it if
he had something better to do and he wanted
to do someone a favor." Harol Crane, A, H.,
1, Belleville, N. J.
"It's all according. If he is doing so for
his own profit, definitely not. He would be
doing his own school an injustice. If he gets
the ticket he should by all means attend the
game and back his team. If he sells the
ticket, he's showing that he doesn't care
whether we win or lose." G. G. Daniel, Ed.,
4, North Augusta, Ga.

I think it would be better for the nonsmokers as well as the performers if we
refrained from this practice inside the
gymnasium—not only during concerts but
athletic events as well.
Oh, yes!. Those hog calling "whoo-oops"
sound mighty appropriate when the visiting
team is coming on the court—No implication,
just psychological effect.
STRUTTIN' IN ANDERSON
Monday afternoon, Clemson's Band and
Pershing Rifle Platoon drilled in a parade
inaugurating Anderson's Community Chest
drive. I heard several people compliment
the band. Also, the cadets with the M-l's
received several ovations as they went
through their various movements with expert preciseness—Just letting a few more
people know where Clemson is.

The drying process is as important as the
washing procedure. Press water out of the
socks, don't wring them. Then roll in a
towel to remove the excess water. Shape
socks on a towel or place on a form for dryCOLOR WEARERS
ing.
Things not to do and which will ruin those I have a few more reports on Clemson
precious memories of that gal back home in- men who have entered the military services
clude using hot water, soaking the socks be- since their graduation.
fore washing, using harsh soaps, and scrubA. Q. Woodward, Sam Morrah, and Marbing and wringing the socks out.
vin Livingston are at Fort Bennlng, Ga.
Lesson number two on brushing your Huh! These boys were Ordnance personteeth will be given at a later date.
nel, too.(?)
Gene McLeod is at Aberdeen Proving
It Happened
Ground, Md.
These three football players woke up. one
morning at the Shamrock Hotel and discovered that all the liquor was gone.
"Boy! Do I need a drink," said the first
one. Suddenly he had an idea. "I'm going
to try something boys," he said after dressing. "Wait here and I'll let you know if it
works."

All of these men are wearing a brass bar
on their shoulder.
Captain R. F. Martin, '47, former physics instructor, is at Clemson as an Air
Science professor.

Letters To
Dear Tom,
Last June I left Tigertown for
the last time and enrolled at the
University of Michigan In order
to finish the last two years of my
forestry course. I can't* say that
I miss reveille or Saturday morning inspection very much, but after two years of Clemson training
it is hard to forget the old place.
(Especially since I didn't get but
one year of rat service.) Therefore, I have one complaint, and it
goes like this.
On Saturday, September 29,
1951, I am sitting with a crowd
of 97,000 seeing Michigan State
trample the University of Michigan 2S-0. But what am I thinking? Just this—I wonder what the
Tigers are doing now. Well, after the game I go home, turn on
the radio, and get some football
scores—thinking now I'll hear
how they made out. I hear how
Wake Forest beat N. C. State and
how S. C. beat Citadel, but Clemson—"never heard of the place."
On Sunday morning I look
through the Detroit News, the
Chicago Herald Tribune, and the
Ann Arbor News. I see scores
like Catawba 25-Erskine 6 and
Lenoir Rhyne 21-Newberry 0, but
Clemson—"where Is that?"
I don't know whether grads
and other transfers have this
trouble, but if they do, I'm sure
most of them must be "off their
rockers" during the football season. It's bad enough to have to
put up with these d
Yankees,
and when I can't even get a football score the situation is reaching a crisis. Will someone please
get on the stick down there and
give out with some national publicity? Up here it's easy to understand why people have never
heard of us and unless something
is done toward giving the school
some publicity, they never will.
I'll be looking for a full column
in the Detroit News next Sunday.
Sincerely,
Bob Farmer '53

Tom Clemson

Dear Tom,
This is the true situation on the
Clemson - Carolina football game
tickets. Out of a total of 34,000
seats in Carolina stadium, Clemson gets only 13,600. This is not
the fault of anyone at Clemson
but is due to the fact that the
University of South Carolina allots the seats to be used in ttieir
stadium. Because of this, Clemson's allotment has to be spread
very thin.
First there are 2,800 Clemson
students to be taken care of. Then
there are 5,800 IPTAY members,
approximately 50 Clemson football players who get tickets, 300
faculty members, and 600 date
tickets. No Clemson tickets are
put on sale to the general public.
Under these circumstances, you
can see what a problem the distribution of Clemson's allotment
of tickets become. That is why
no more than 600 tickets can be
alloted for dates and why some
IPTAY applications have to be
returned.
L. W. Hampton

Dear Tom,
The editorial in your paper
concerning the recent incident
here was recently posted on the
bulletin board in my company
and I just want to express my appreciation to you. It is certainly
gratifying to know that someone
on the outside understands what
goes on up here.
Sincerely,
Herbert Schandler
Co. 1-1 USCC
West Point, New York
Dear Tom,
I want to thank you on behalf
of all of us here for that good editorial that you put in your first
issue. The article was clipped
and posted on one of the main
bulletin boards. Everyone read

it and appreciated It very much.
They appreciated most of all that
someone understood the problem
and wrote about it instead of
writing with the seemingly popular viewpoint that the Academy
was all wrong.
Sincerely,
John Cannon
Co. H-l
West Point, New York

Dear Tom,
In recent months many newspapers have published editorials
and articles concerning honor in
the nation in general and at West
Point in particular. Very few
have been favorable or even understanding to the problem we
faced. We were either going to
have an honor system or we were
not. I have heard the question,
"What do you like most about the
Academy?", asked of several
cadets and the answer has invariably been, "The honor system."
I think that you will agree that
no better situation could exist
than to implicitly trust those
about you and to be trusted yourself. Not to have taken the steps
that were taken would have
meant the end of this condition
at West Point and of one of the
things most loved by all cadets
and alumni of the Academy—the
honor system.
Your editorial in the September 10 issue of THE TIGER has
been called to the attention of
the entire Corps of Cadets and it
is my pleasure to extend the gratitude of every one here for your
excellent article and your confidence in us.
Sincerely,
Gordon D. Carpenter
Cdt. Capt.,
Brigade Commander
West Point, New York
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Lovett, New Director of Music, Has Varied Career
By Tommy Matthews
Until the U. S. Navy Band concert last Thursday night,
few people knew that Clemson'has a new acting director of
music, and most of those know very little about him. Robert
Emerson Lovett is the acting director in the absence of Hugh
H. McGarity, who is on leave for further study.
Mr. Lovett was born in York,
Pennsylvania, in 1919. He graduated from high school there, and
studied chemistry at Ithaca College in Ithaca, New York. He
then worked as a chemist in a
paper mill, but his "heart wasn't
in it." After working at this for
a short time, Mr. Lovett decided
to pursue his study of music,
since he began studying voice and
violin at the age of nine. He decided to return to Ithaca College
and major in music.
At this time, Ithaca, which is a
part of Cornell University, had
about 1500 students enrolled in
music, and, from these students,
Mr. Lovett organized his own
fifteen piece dance band. This
band soon became very popular
among the eastern colleges and
universities, and before Mr. Lovett
graduated, they played dance engagements at West Point, Colgate,
and other large schools. After
graduating from Ithaca, he did
post graduate work at Columbia
University in New York.
Mr. Lovetfs first teaching
job was at Murray State Teachers College In Murray, Kentucky. While there, he was a
very busy individual. ..In one
two-semester school year he instructed twenty-five voice majors, directed over forty concerts, five oratorios and cantatas, took his thirty-six voice a
cappella choir on two tours, directed a 150 * voice mixed
chorus, gave twenty-five personal voice recitals, directed the
Presbyterian Church choir,
traveled ZOO miles per week
over the Mayfield school system, was a member of the Murray String Quartet in Residence
and the Murray Symphony Orchestra, and adjudicated all
vocal music for the Western
Kentucky high school music festival. When asked why he
worked so hard and handled

such a diversified program,
Mr. Lovett replied, "1 had to
prove not only to the college,
but also to myself that I could
teach competently." He certainly proved that point well.
Mr. Lovett's time is not devoted to music entirely, however.
He manages to spend the weekends with his. wife and two children, a boy of seven and a little
girl six months old. He has been
married nine years, and he says
that his wife is "a better musician
than I."
Mr.' Lovett has a very good
service record which he is very
modest about. All'the information about this record that he will
divulge is that he was in five
European campaigns with the
tank destroyers. The reason he
gives for telling this is "so the
boys won't think it was a rear
echelon job."
Mr. Lovett is a very proficient
musician as well as a teacher.
While he was at Columbia he appeared at Town Hall twice as
tenor soloist, and played first
violin in the famous Riverside
Symphony Orchestra in New
York.

that the seniors really were
given the" shaft on the date ticket
deal for the Carolina game. "Join
IPTAY if you want to see Clemson play."

isn't all the laundry's fault. Seems
to Oscar that the college should
have built the proposed annex
long ago.
that if the Tigers play against
State like they did against Rice,
then Oscar predicts that the Wolfpack had better start looking for
meat other than Tiger meat.

that if all the parties develop
that the team did a great job at St-ite this weekend, the troops
down in Texas and we are really will be in no condition for those
proud of them.
"early" Monday morning classes.
He, Oscar, plans to be in the
that he (Oscar) wonders what midst of things getting slander for
will happen to Dave, "the local this column.
Snow King" Burley when Mary
—OSCAR SAYS —
that Jack (Pr«"«id«",ti Skarv»*t
Ann really learns her way around.
Better watch it, Dave.
had better watch his step this
weekend. This goes for all other
that the old soldiers, pardon church club presidents. The truth
me, the headquarters detachment can really hurt at times—especialwould starve If Maj.-Col. Jones ly before a dance weekend.
were O. D. all the time.

Blue Key Taps Four Members
The Clemson chapter of Blue
Key elected four students to membership in their organization on
Monday, Oct. 1. Elected to membership were: Glenn Smith, civil
engineering senior of Washington,
D. C; Louis Stephens, education
senior of Canton, N. C; Miles
Bruce, pre-medicine junior of
Greer; and Charles Meiburg, arts
and sciences junior of Clemson.
The new members will undergo
a one week period of informal initiation after which they will be
formally initiated.

Lander Student Body
Votes For Newspaper
Shown above are the new initiates of the Clemson chapter of
Blue Key. From left to right they are: Glenn Smith, Louis
Stephens, Miles Bruce, and Charles Meiburg.
(TIGER staff
photo by Jack Trim mi er.)

Easley Lions Will
Hold Ladies Night
Al Clemson House
The Easley Lions Club will hold
its annual ladies' night supper in
the Saber Room of the Clemson
House on October 11 at 8 p. m.
Approximately 150 guests are
expected for the annual meeting.
Mr. Wade Burley, Snartanburg humorits, is scheduled to
be the after dinner entertainer.
' President of the Easley Lions
Club is R. A. Jones. The three
vice presidents are E. S. Pepper,
B. F. Childress and L. J.. Blakely.
Lawrence Lenhardt is secretarytreasurer of the club, Henry Holder is tail-twister, and Garnet
Barnes is lion-tamer.

that much as he JOscar) hates
to admit it, the Blue Key took in
some good men this time.
that the regimental staff should
not close its eyes to such violations as rats being away for the
weekend.
that he (Oscor) would like to
inform Chaplain Bill that the
Winthrop campus is off limits
after eleven p. m.

The Clemson branch of the
American Association of University Women will be host to new
and prospective members at a
covered dish supper in the social
hall of the Methodist Church at
7 p. m. on Thursday, October 11.
Mrs. H. H. Willis, membership
chairman of the local branch,- has
announced that the supper will be
open to any eligible woman in
the community or adjoining town.
Miss Marguerite»Tolbert, state
president of A. A. U. W., will be
honor guest and speaker.
A
graduate of Winthrop College,
and former faculty member of
that school, Miss Tolbert became
a trustee of the college in 1950.
Last June she'was awarded the
Mildred Sullivan Medallion, which
is given annually to an alumna.
She is the twelfth Winthrop alumna to receive this honor.
Miss Tolbert has been supervisor af adult education for the
State Department of Education
since 1946. She is the newlyelected president.of the Southeastern Association for Adult Education.
Through the American Association of University Women,
college and university alumnae
in 1,154 communities are working together in behalf of practical education, and especially
for a fellowship program to encourage gifted women scholars.
Miss Anna C. Pitts of Seneca,
and Miss Mflrcaret Burr Des
Champs of Bishopville are the
two South Carolina beneficiaries
of the fellowship fund during the
1951-52 academic year.

that the troops who played
basaball last week are really
sweating it out about now.

GENE

that too many people are out to
get Oscar. Mostly those who failed to get their names in this
column. He, Oscar, will do his
best to satisfy these people.

ANDERSON'S
INC.

CLEMSON MEN

COLLEGE GRILL
Anderson, S. C. \

PRESENTING THE BEST
COLORED ORCHESTRA
IN THE LAND.
Located Just Below the Fair
Ground.
ANDERSON, S. C.

CLEMSON
THEATRE
Fri.-Sat., October 4-5

'ON MOONIGHT
BAY'

LATE SHOW

'TWO OF A
KIND'

ENJOY THE GAMES MORE BY USING ONE OF OUR
STADIUM SEATS
NEW SHIPMENT TUXEDO SHIRTS - NEW SHIPMENT OF
FLANNEL PANTS . . . ALL COLORS - PLASTIC RAINCOATS

xhis little gee-gee was all at sea. It was
enough to upset his equine-imity. He'd been
reading about those rush-rush cigarette tests
—the quick sniff, the fast puff. "Hardly the
scientific approach," he said in his confusion.
But then he realized that one test is an equine
of a different pigmentation—a thorough,
conclusive test of cigarette mildness.

with

"Quality Costs

Mon.-Tues., October 8-9

No More."

'MR. IMPERIUM'
with

HOKE SLOAN

1 Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

ROUND DANCE
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
NIGHTS

Elizabeth Scott

The "Zebras" sound off with a big "Hee Haw" during the Executive Sergeants Club initiation. (Tiger staff photo by Jack Trimmler.)

Conversation is the method \
chiefly used, and it is real talk,
not mere writing. One -critic
praises it thus: "The dialogue is
brilliant. If there is better
dialogue being written today I do
not know where to find it. It is
alive with the rhythms and idioms,, the pauses and suspensions,
the innuendoes and shorthands of
living speech." But another attack is thus, If to report correctly and endlessly the vapid talk
and indolent thinking of Montparnesse cafe idlers is to write
a novel, Mr. Hemingway has
written a novel." Personally, regardless of the subject-matter of
the book, the fact remains that
Ernest Hemingway writes dialogue very effectively; so effectively, that he has merely to allow one to hear the sound of the
character's voice in order to plant

seur too, and when his group of
tragic comedians arrive at Pomplona for the fiesta, he dwell»
with the "expert's affection upon
every aspect of the affair without
giving the impression that he is
determined to show how much he
knows. He enters into the technicalities and leaves the picturesj que to emerge as best it can, and
it does emerge more truly and im( pressively than from any bravura
passage. The reason being that
the technical details of the bullfight are no more and no less to
the author than the details of the
innumerable drinks and dishes
consumed in the course of that
hectic week. All these matters
are equal in the sight of the author, who with the utmost gravity,
But all of the portrait is not certain in managing his effects,
there. Hemingway doesn't fill carefully records what each perout his characters and let them son drinks or does.
stand for themselves; he isolates
one or two chief traits which
The technique of this book is
reduce them to caricature. His
fascinating. When one is not
perception of the physical obbeing swept along by astonishject is direct and accurate; his
ing dialogue, obvious, profound,
vision of character, singularly
subtle or comonplace—bnt aloblique. No one can dispute
ways alive—one is listening to
with a writer the significance
careful enumeration of the little
he derives from his subject
facts whose cumulative effect is
matter, one can only point out
to give them the importance of
that the significance is mixed
remarkable incident. The deor incomplete. Brett is a nymscription of Pompiona during
phomaniac, Robert Cohn, a most
the festival week is reporting
offensive cad; both are puppets,
of the most laconic type. We
for the emphasis is false. And
are told what preparations are
Hemingway actually betrays the
made, we see the bulls being
interior machinery of his hardunloaded from the train, the
boiled attitude "It is awfully
peasants swarming in from the
easy to be hard-boiled about
countryside, and we are plunged
everything in the daytime, but
into tavern brawls and caat night it is another thing."
rouses. At no time does the
says Jake Barnes, the sexually
author attempt to 'write up' the
impotent, musing at the futile
scenes, but in the end one has
access of Brett Ashley, the atthe feeling of having spent the
tractive, wayward, oversexed
week there.
Lady Ashley, whose activities
In the midst of all this, Mr.
consist mainryS>f having drinks,
lovers and passionate moments Hemingway never loses sight of
of sincerity with the author's his psychological deracines, who
ego. The history of Jake's sen- so strongly merge themselves into the stream of elementary contimentality is thus complete.
it. Fishing in Spain or drinking
Ernest Hemingway is not merely sciousness. Remote as they seem
a student of expatriate alcohol- from the setting, they are part of
ism, he is a bull-fighting connois(Continued on Page 6)

him vividly before the reader.
Those familiar with the particular world of Paris, which is
the axis of the narrative, will
note that Hemingway has managed to introduce several easily
identified people of minor importance intrinsically, but of
deeper importance as physical
phenomena: Robert Cohn, who
learning boxing 'painfully and
thoroughly to counteract the feeling of inferiority and shyness he
had felt in Princeton on being
treated as a Jew,' is something
more than an impression of a
certain editor in exile, is portrait at Hemingway's hands becomes an amazing character
study.

HOUSE OF BLUE
LIGHTS

with

that he (Oscar) wonders when
the first battalion is going to join
the rest of the corps.

ALWAYS WELCOME

The Lander College student
body last week voted to inaugurate a student newspaper and
elected the first staff of the publication.
Miss Betty Lewallen, a junior
of Clemson majoring in English
and history, was elected to
serve as editor of the first publication. She is president of
the Poetry Club, French Club,
and a member of the Lander
College Christian Association.
Miss Elizabeth Sheridan, Commerce sophomore of Greenwood,
was named managing editor.
Other staff members elected were
Willis Timmons, business manager; Gladys Winchester, advertising manager; Margaret Chiles,
literary editor; June Hughes,
sports editor; and Joan Conner,
circulation manager.
Other members of the staff are:
Charles Henderson, Joyce Angel,
Frankie Sue Dickerson, Marion
Hagan, and'Helen Howell.

Doris Day

that if the laundry service
doesn't improve, this ole school
will become a nudist college.
When the Old Soldiers start wearing uniforms because the laundry
has their cits, then the service fs
really poor

,<

"Mike was a bad drunk. Brett
was good drunk. Bill was a good
drunk. Cohn was never drunk."
So goes the story of this group
of English and American drifters
on the continent who have the
money and the time to blow
where they list, from the bloulevards of Paris to the bull-fights of
Spain, bathing, eating and drinkin" the while. The storv was
written at a time when United
States was trying its great experiment — prohibition. And yet,
the consumption of liquor per
square inch in "The Sun Also
Rises" reaches the maximum
pressure, for just as these characters could not exist without
their frequent and generous libation, so, I think, Hemingway's
story could not be told within the
limits of what was so preposterously known in this country as
law enforcement'—meaning usually the illegal imposition of one
measure. If there are people who
wonder why six cocktails grow
where only one grew before, this
book will tell them. The characters bathe and eat much of the
time, they make love part of the
time, but they never stop drinkin f

that Duke "what happened to
that weekend" Hare deserves to
rate this column two weeks in a
row.

that he, Oscar, hears by Way
of the wind that the poor service

THE SUN ALSO RISES
By RAFIQUE SAIGOL
and CHARLES VUKSTA

Picured above is Robert Lovett, acting director cf music at Clemson, in one of his more familiar
poses. Mr. Lovett, in addition to teaching a music course, is directing the band and organizing the
glee club. (TIGER staff photo by Jack Trimmler.)

Clemson Branch AAUW Will Meet
October 11 At Methodist Church

that Jim (Diamond, that is)
Aiken and his married female
companion rate the number one
position this week.

BOOK REVIEW

y/ywjrrrJytAVtoys

He likes all athletics, especially basketball, tennis, boating
and his favorite, swimming. At
Ithaca he was director of the
YMCA summer camp, and at
Murray he was a member of
the executive committee of the
1950 North-South Cage Classic.
At Clemson Mr. Lovett says
that he hopes to develop the
music department, and have a
band rehearsal every day. He
says that "Clemson has one of the
finest community concert programs in the country." He has
already accomplished a good thing
in having the band company designated official host to the concert personalities.
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212-214 South

Lana Turner

Main St.

Wed.-Thurs., October ^10-11

Anderson, S. C.

'GOLDEN HORDE'

l€s the sensible test... the 30-Day Camel
Mildness Test, which simply asks you to try
Camels as your steady smoke—on a day-after-day
basis. No snap judgments! Once you've tried
Camels for 30 days in your "T-Zone"
(T for Throat, T for Taste), you'll see why..«

After all the Mildness Tests,

Cornel leads all other brands 6yM//OM

with
Ann Blythe
s^WKJ^S^^SS^

^iWJtefe/fflv;
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Kempson, Tig End, Play%
Great Game Against Rice
By BOBBY MIXON
Just before the'football season
started, Clernson End Coach Bob
Jones made the statement that
the Tigers' crop of flankmen rated
among the finest in the history of
football at the school.

By Harold Owen
TIGERS SPARKLE IN BEATING OWLS

His ability to play almost any
position was demonstrated also on the baseball diamond,
where In alternated between
the hot corner and the pitcher's
mound.
In the remaining time tandwiched between the football and
baseball seasons, Otis functioned
as a scrappy guard on the basketball team.
During his final year In high
school, Kempson was selected to
play in the All-Star game held
in Columbia every year as a
climax ..to _the -annual Coaches'
Clinic.
Kempson then enrolled in Clenv
son College and played on thf
freshman team which had a fair
season that year. He began to
make his capabilities known during his sophomore year.
Otis is a junior now and still
has another year of eligibility
left after this season. He is studying agronomy at Clemson, but he
would like to go into the coaching profession after graduation.

The Tigers played a great brand of ball in hurdling the
"big test" of the season by beating the Rice Owls in Houston
Saturday. The Tigers outplayed, outfought, and outguessed
the big Texans in winning their second game of the season.
As one who only listened to the game over the radio it
seemed to us that the Tigers exhibited a flashier and more
potent offensive than they did last season. It's been a long
One of the reasons. which
time since Clemson has seen a better pass combo than the
prompted Coach Jones to make
this statement is a youthful, darkHair-Smith team. Whenever Billy slings Glenn is usually
haired athlete called Otis Kempsomewhere around to gather the oval in.
son.
Hair was nothing short of sensastional again last
Kempson, considered the
Kempson was also featured
fastest end of the squad, says
week against Rice. The big, burly Rice linemen seemed
in another announcement of
that he received his greatest
set upon putting Billy out of. the game. But William,
that week in which Coach Howfootball thrill when he was asthe great competitor that he is, shrugged aside his aches
ard mentioned that Kempson
signed a starting position in last
would be called on during the
year's Missouri game. This was
and pains to carry the Tigers to the victory, though Bilcoming year to strengthen the
the first time he had drawn a
ly may feel the effects of the game for sometime.
RICE'S TEDDY RIGGS GETS 3 YARDS, HAND IN FACE
Bengal punting department.
starting post in his varsity caThe Tiger pass defense was unusually alert in batting
A Group of Tigers Gang Teddy on Clemson's 35-Yard Line
This partially illustrated Kempreer.
son's amazing versatility in
down the Rice tosses. In past years pass defense has been
Last week, against Rice, Kempalmost all aspects of athletics.
one of the great Tiger weaknesses. But in this game the
son lived up to all that had been
The 6' 2" Kempson was born in expected of him. He made a
backfield rose to the occasion in holding down Rice's passing
Kingstree, South Carolina, and leaping catch of Hair's pass in the
attacks. The most notable occasion was Jimmy Quarks' 90
participated in three major sports, end zone for Clemson's first score.
yard touchdown run after he intercepted a pass.
football, baseball, and basketball. It was also Kempson's first VarIn his first four years of high sity touchdown and it was his
The Tigers worked well together and seemed to be greatschool football, Otis played end, way of celebrating his 21st birthly improved over their showing against PC.
but was transferred to a halfback day which happened to fall on
STATE MAY BE RUGGED ELEVEN
that date.
Hair passed to Smith for six- position during his senior year.
Clemson's high flying Tigers faded and passed to Otis Kemp- Fenstemaker passed for nine more
Clemson may be in for a rough time this Saturday when took their first big step toward an
teen
yards.
Hair
hit
Smith
again
to
the
Rice
45.
The
big
play
of
son in the end zone. Radcliff conthey travel to the north country to meet NC State. The Tig- uridefeated season as they sub- verted and the Tigers lead 7-0.
the march came as Fenstemaker for 13 more yards.
The half ended with the Tigers
passed 36 yards to Howerston.
ers should be able to take their third win Saturday, but if dued the Rice Owls 20-14 in HousRiggs capped off the march on the move and leading 13-7.
ton, Texas, last Saturday night.
The Owls could gain only
Billy Hair isn't in top shape the game could develop into a
It was Billy Hair who lead the ten yards after taking the with a 14 yard end run. Wright
. To start off the second half,
close battle.
Tigers to their second victory as kickoff and were forced to punt. converted and the Tigers lead Earl Wrightenberry recovered
13-7.
Johnson's fumble on the Rice
The Tigers will enter the game at least a six point fa- he carried the ball 18 times for 84
Cook caught the punt and was
yards
and
completed
nine
passes
26. On the first play George
vorite since the Wolfpack has had tough going in their last
Hair
took
the
Rice
kickoff
to Otis Kempson and Glenn downed on the Tiger 11. A ten
slid off tackle and went over
yard gain by George was nullified and raced back 33 yards to the
two encountes. They lost to Wake Forest last week and Smith for 137 yards.
standing up. Radcliff convert"Sweet William" took a terri- by a backfield in motion penalty. Clemson 44. Hair .overthrew
ed and the Tigers lead 20-7. >
North Carolina the week before. Pigskin Pete whose preKempson
on
the
next
play.
With the ball on the nine yard
Riggs carried the Bengal kickdictions appear in the Sporting News and who last week gave fic beating in the game, but it line Hair punted on third down.
failed to slow down the amazing
The Tigers gained a first down off to his own 41. He picked up
Billy Daniels carried the punt on the Rice 46 because of pass 11 yards to the Clemson 48. Fenthe Tigers a six point spread against Rice, picks the Tigers and versatile tailback.
back
24 yards to the Clemson 21. interference. The Tigers were stemaker passed 34 yards to Howto win this one by the same number of points.
Buck George also did an out- Riggs carried to the Tiger 11.
then penalized 15 yards for ille- ton who ran to the 11. Riggs ran
The Wolfpack will enter the game with virtually the
standing job at wingback as he Riggs lost seven but gained five
for the nine.
gal use of the hands.
played
with
the
finese
of
a
same lineup that went through last season. This should
of them back on the next play.
The
Tigers
failed
to
gain
back
Gentry was stopped for no gain.
■:'-'S:K'..;
Sl^W
veteran. George raced 26 yards Burkhalter was hit for no gain.
make them a greatly improved squad over the one that
the lost yardage and. Rice took But Johnson hit the middle for a
for the Tigers' victory clinching
On liurth down with ten to go, over on their own 38.
touchdown. The conversion was
the Bengals beat last year 27-0.
TD in the third period.
Jimmy Quarles intercepted
Rice
also
failed
to
make
a
first
good but the Tigers were still
The 'Pack line will average slightly over 200 pounds but
Drake's pass and galloped 9(5
Jimmy Quarles, Archie Baker, yards to" score the Tigers' second down and booted to the Clemson ahead, 20-14. p
will be led by Elmer Costa who was mentioned on numerous Bob Patton, Tom Barton, and
five. Hair gained six. Shirley • On the third play after the
touchdown. Radcliff's conversion
(Continued on Page 6)
"Knobby" Knoebel were the de- was wide and the Tigers led 13- bulled for 11 more.
All-American selections last year.
(
fensive standouts for the Tigers, 0.
NO BOWL GAME FOR TIGERS
as they time and again stopped
The first quarter ended a minAs things stand now, the Tigers will not play in a bowl the Owl offensive machine.
game come New Year's Day, undefeated season or not. The
Approximately 35,000 specta- ute later.
The Tigers held the Owls on
Southern Conference decided last Friday night that no South- tors saw the Tigers win the toss the next series of plays and Johnand elected to receive. Buck
ern Conference team would be allowed to participate in. a George took the boot and return- son punted to his own 46.
Hair passed to Kempson for 20
ed to the Clemson 23. Billy Hair
post season game.
yards to the Rice 25. Shirley
faked
a
pass
and
skirted
end
for
This was a cruel blow to the Tigers who appear to be
drove for 15 yards in three at15 yards.
headed for a great season and especially to the players who
tempts to place the ball on the
Hair then passed to Glenn Owls' 10.
were looking forward to playing in a bowl.
Smith, but Rice was offside and
Hair ran for one and then passThis decision will possibly end in either some of the
the Tigers took the penalty. Shir- ed to Kempson who was tackled
ley bit the middle for two
conference teams withdrawing to form a new league or
on the one yard mark. But the
Hair again passed to Smith, play was nullified by a penalty
the eventual end of bowl games. Southern Conference
this one good for 14 yards to the and the Tigers were moved back
teams have long been one of the best drawing cards for
Rice 37.
to their 25.
post season affairs and with them out of the picture it
The Tigers bogged down for
Rice then took the ball over on
three plays, but on fourth down downs. This was the beginning
may prove difficult for bowl committees to find enough
Hair faked a kick and raced to of a 75-yard touchdown march by
high calibre teams. And without good teams the bowls
the Owls 25. The Tigers first the Owls.
TD came on the next play as Hair
won't make any profit.
Fenstemaker passed for 10.
If the glamor and glitter is removed from the bowls it
No tricks! No gimmicks! Takes no time-no special talent! You can make $25.
will lead eventually to the deemphasis of football. Lately
Just write a simple four-line jingle based on the fact that
it's been hard for the athletic associations to break even and
it will be harder without the money obtained from bowl
receipts.,
' The Conference's decision undoubtedly was aimed at try(or other qualities of Luckies such as those listed below.)
i
ing to keep college football from turning pro and possibly in
the long run the decision may turn out to be a wise one.
UTTtiWlF \
Write a Lucky Strike jingle, like those
FRESHMEN TO HAVE RIFLE TEAM
HABLY CAYS
iSALWAVnEEDV/
you see on this page, based on the
All freshmen who are interested in joining the freshmen
ASOLFBttLWAS
fact that Luckies taste better than any
APT TO BREAK
rifle team are asked to sign up with Sgt. Reed next Monday.
other cigarette, or other qualities of
ItfTWO-AWlft'u
The team will begin practice almost immediately after the
Luckies such as those listed below. If
HftiFIS
DBOPAHOrHEK VI //
freshmen have signed up.
^BUJ?tED?j
your jingle is selected for possible use
WPUCEOF
^A. '
in Lucky Strike advertising, we will
THE8ISSEK
^fc
HALFpay you $25 for the right to use it and

Hair Stars As Tigers Down Rice
Saturday 20-14 for 2nd Victory

Try Our

SEAFOOD
CHICKEN

SHORT ORDERS
STEAKS

KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE

vW*

ITS

Jhfifl V»'
wrtHn3

MV

|

MORE FUN,TOo!

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE I

HEYWARD MAHON CO.

your name in our advertising. Lucky
Strike jingles will soon be running in
your paper. Start today—send in as
many jingles as you like. Be the first
to write a jingle in your schooll

—Greenville—

QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
YOUNG MEN

Brf;\ do J«?V .^e t*w£,

Clemson Headquarters in Greenville

, , d,,

BYERS' 5TH ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION
DROP IN AND REGISTER FOR THE THREE BIG
PRIZES — NO OBLIGATIONS
JUST DROP IN AND GET YOUR
OCT. PRIZE
SUNN - BUSH
SHOES AND
LEE HAT

NOV. PRIZE
MICHAELS
STERN SUIT

DEC. PRIZE
VARSITY
TOWN
TOP COAT

BYERS' MEN'S SHOP
110 North Main Street

Anderson, S. C.

.TltiT*t»St*LUHG<~

Yes, the new Spalding DOT*
with improved "TRU-TENSION" Winding,
combines maximum distance with sweet
feel... True uniformity assured, plus famous DOT "click".
"TRU-TENSION"
Winding is also
a feature of the
high-powered
Spalding AlR-FLITE.
For real toughness
it's the KRO-FLITE
andtheTOP-FLITE*.
*At fro Shop, Only

SPAlQtm

rfkEV

«^fi5S * - *T

READ THIS! SIMPLI INSTKUCTIONS

t. Write your Lucky Strike four-line jingle
on a plain piece of paper or postcard and send
it to Happy-Go-Lucky, P. O. Box 67, New
York 46, N. Y. Be sure that your name,
address, college and class are included—and
that they are legible.
2. Base your jingle on the fact that tackles
taste better than any other cigarette—or
on any of the alternate themes below.
3. Every student of any college, university or
post-graduate school may submit jingles.

IMPORTANT!
To make money writing jingles, it is not
essential to base your jingle on "Luckies taste
better than any other cigarette." You may
base a jingle on other outstanding qualities of
Luckies such as the following: .
L.S./M.F.T;
Lucky Strike Means I ine Tobacco
Be Happy—Go Lucky 1
So round, so firm, so fully packed
So free and easy on the draw
Buy Luckies by the car, on
Luckies give you deep-dot -n smoking enjoyment
Luckies are the world's best-made cigarette.
eoM-.TMe Avsmc«M Toweee COMM*V

SiTS THl PACt
IN SPORTS

LS/MF.T-U/cky Strike Means Fine Tobacco

- *
-• •
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Tigs Aim For Third Win Saturday Against NX.
Wolf pack To Field An Experienced ;
Eleven; Game Time Set At 8 O'clock
The Clemson Tigers will be looking for their third consecutive win as they meet the N. C. State Wolfpack Saturday night in Raleigh, N. C. The game will be played at
Riddick Stadium; gametime has been set at 8 o'clock.

Cubs Lose Opener;
Play Univ. Of Fla.
There Sat. Night

CLEMSON'S FIRST TOUCHDOWN
Otis Kempson Makes Catch; Too High for Sammy Burk

Pete Manos Playing TIGERS, GAMECOCKS,
Last Year At Guard FAVORED IN PIGSKIN
Position For Bengals FORECAST FOR WEEK
By Carroll Moore

The Clemson Junior Varsity
eleven began their season last
Saturday night by bowing to the
Wofford Junior Varsity in Spartanburg 7-13.
Wofford scored both touchdowns on long pass plays, and
except for those plays, the
Clemson defense looked good.
Dick Sobocinski, fullback, drove
over for the Cubs' lone score.
Clemson used both the spread and
T formations.
Linebacker Benny Rowe and
Bobby Wactor were standouts on
defense.
Morrison showed up well as an
offensive fullback, while Billy
Radcliffe and McGugan displayed
passing possibilities at the quarterback post.
Pete Wall from Charleston looked good at end on both defense
and offense.
The Baby Tigers play again
next Saturday night against the
University of Florida Junior
eleven at Gainesville. They will
leave Friday morning at seven
o'clock and return Sunday.
The probable starting lineup
will find Wall and Laraway at
the ends, Waycaster and Mattos
at Tackles, Tice and Crosland at
guards, Avery at center, McGugan at quarterback, either Fleming or Brabham at right-half,
Ankuta or Joye at left-half, and
Morrison or Wactor at fullback.

Hair And Shirley
Among Leaders In
Conference Scoring

The Tigers won their last
week's game over the stubborn
Rice Owls by the score of 20-14,
while N. C. State dropped their
game -to the Deacons from Wake
Forest by the score of 21-6. The
Wolfpack opened their season with
a 34-0 score over Catawba, they
were dropped the following week
by the boys from Chapel Hill by
the score of 21-0. At present the
N. C. State squad has a record of
one win, against two losses.
Clemson won last year's game
with the Wolfpack by the decision
of 27-0. Despite the one-sided
score of that one, the fans will
remember that it was one of the
hardest fought games of the season and the N. C. State lads are
capable of dishing out plenty of
trouble to the Tigs again this year.
Coach Beattie Feather's single
wing squad has 22 returning lettermen. The Wolfpack will have
the same starting line-up at last
year except for the right end and
left halfback.
The Tiger's line-up will be
about the same a* usual except
at the end positions. Otis Kempson, who was a stand-out in
the Rice game, will again be
back at the left end position.
Jthe defensive ends will be
Withers and Gentry. Glenn
Smith will again be back at his
regular offensive right end position.
N. C. State's line-up will be as
follows: Offensive: At left end will
be Steve Kosilla, 6' 2", 180 lbs.
senior. Left tackle will be held
down by J. C. Britt, 6' 3" junior
weighing 200 pounds. He played
guard last year and was a key man
in the Wolfpack line. At left guard
Will be Walter Schacht, 5' 9" senior weighing 190 pounds.
Tom
Tofaute, 6' 2" senior weighing 215
pounds will be the center for the
N. C. team. Vince Bagonis will
be the number one man at the
right guard slot. He stands 5' 11"
and weighs 200 pounds.
Elmer
Costa, 6' 1", 215 pound senior,
will be the right tackle for the
Wolfpack's offensive squad. Costa
received numerous AU-American
selections last year for his outstanding play in the line. At right
end will be either Bernard Allman, 5' 11" senior weighing 195
pounds or Thompson, 5' 11" standout weighing 180.
The offensive backfield will be
as follows: Ray Barkouskie will
handle the blocking back chores
for the Wolfpack. Ray stands 6'
1" and weighs 205 pounds. At the
wingback position will be Jimmy
Smith, 5' 8" senior weighing but
175 pounds. Smith is noted as an
excellent pass
receiver.
Jim
O'Rourke, captain of the Wolfpack squad, will be the number
one man et the fullback position.
O'Rourke stands an even six feet
and weighs 175 pounds. The tailback slot is probably the brightest
spot On the N. C. State squad. It
is headed by Alex Webster, a big
6' 3" 210 pound junior. He is
heralded as the best State ballcarrier since Howard Turner earned All-Southern honors in 1945
and '46 on the Wolfpack squad.

By Bill Burnett and Bobby Mixon nessee.
Alabama 13, Vanderbilt 7—The
Pete Manos, better known as
Here we go again out on the
Tide is out for revenge after the
■•CGreek" around the Clemson cam- limb with our predictions for the
upset received from LSU last wek.
pus, has already proven himself to third week. Last week we were
Vanderbilt was also upset, but
correct
in
32
out
of
42
guesses
for
be one-of the best running guards
Billy Hair and Jim Shirley are
ever to play on the Tiger team. an average of .762. This brought Alabama will have the edge.
Texas 20, North Carolina 7— high in the conference scoring
Pete, now playing his final year ouru percentage down to .769 for
at his offensive left guard posi- the first two weeks, having made The Longhorns are playing on with 18 points each, which puts
60 selections out .of 78 games. Up- home soil, and this should prove them in a four-way tie for second
sets hurt us last week as LSU sur- to be the margin with their add- place. Leading the league scorprised Alabama 13-7, Mississippi ed strength.
ing is tailback Alex Webster of
stunned Kentucky 21-17, and AuRice 27, LSU 20—The Owls are N. C. State, with 24 points. Sevenburn stopped Vanderbllt 24-14. on the upgrade. Their loss last teen league elevens have scored 98
Other games which failed to com- week was just to a stronger team, times so far this season, with 76
ply with our forecast were Army- of course Clemson. This game different players doing the scorVillanova, Notre Dame-Indiana, should be fairly offensive with ing. George Washington is the
Miami-Tulane, and VPI-David- Rice coming out on top.
only team that hasn't scored.
son.
Tulane 7, Baylor 0—The Wave's
The leading scorers of the ConWe are going even further out defense should win this game. Tu- ference are:
on the fateful limb this week as lane made a good showing against Player
Games td pat fg tp
| we are going to attempt to predict miami last week by beating them Webster, N.C. State 3 4 0 0 24
the exact score of some of the 21-7.
Hair, Clemson
2 3 0 0 18
games, although we don't expect
Auburn 41, Wofford 9—Auburn Shirley, Clemson
2 3 0 0 18
them to be very accurate.
showed off last week by upsetting C. Smith, Duke
2 3 0 0 18
Clemson 27, NC State 13—The Vanderbilt, and are a great deal Grambling,
VMI 3 3 0 0 18
Tigers are still prowling after stronger than their South Caro- Luciani, W. Virginia 2 2 2 0 14
their win over the Rice Owls lina opponent.
Ten players are tied with twelve
Michigan State 14, Ohio State 0 points each.
.tion, is expected to be a main cog last week. The Wolfpack is
in opening the way for the Tiger fielding a strong team this year, —The Spartans will be held back
it
but the Howardmen are a little by the Buckeyes' strong defense
backfield.
stronger
and
are
going
a
long
that
held
SMU
scoreless
last
week.
Although Pete is from Brooklyn,
SMU 26, Missouri 13—The MusN. Y., he has spent the last eight way this year.
South Carolina 21, Furman 6— tangs are victory hungry and will
years of his life in the South.
He attended Carlisle Military The Gamecocks are keyed up for take it out on the Missouri Tigers.
Wake Forest 34, Richmond 0
due for their best year.
Academy in Bamberg, S. C, and this game and should take the
With returning veterans Claire
Carolina —The Deacons are undefeated
Most of the squad has turned
'then entered Clemson in Septem- weak Hurricane easy.
ber, 1948. The likable senior is plays for Furman second in line this season and will probably be Draper, Glenn Smith, Bill Asnip, out for fall practice and should be
that way until they tangle with Bud Coleman, Louis Seaborn, For- ready to go come spring.
majoring in education and is ex- to Clemson.
est Cookson, Billy Trapp, and
Davidson 33, Citadel 19 — T h e Clemson.
TENNIS LADDER
pected to graduate in February,
1. Clare Draper
West Virginia 20, Washington Rembert Stokes, Clemson's tennis
1953. Pete stands 5' 10" and Bulldogs are a mite undermanned
for their stronger Wildcat foe.
2. Glenn Smith
and Lee 13—The Mountaineers picture is brighter than it has
weighs in at 195 pounds.
Maryland 28, George Washing- from Virginia hold only a slight been for several years.
3. Bill Asnip
While attending Carlisle, Pete
Although the loss of last
4. Bud Coleman
participated in .two major sports. ton 0—The Terps are supposed to edge.
year's freshman star, John Speer,
5. Billy Trapp
Let's glance at the rest:
"Greek" played the guard posi- field one of the stronger teams in
6. Forrest Cookson
Arizona over West Texas State. will be felt, Harold Owen, Sam
tion on Carlisle's ^football squad the conference this year, and
Watson, and Gene Moxley are
7. Louis Seaborn
TCU over Arkansas
his freshman and sophomore years George Washington is somewhat
coming along to bolster the
8. Rembert Stokes
Northwestern over Army
and moved to quarterback his ju- weaker than they have been in the
squad.
9. Harold Owen
Boston U. over Louisville
nior year. His senior year at past two years.
Seniors Draper, Smith, and Cole10. Sam Watson
Yale over Brown
Kentucky 13, Georgia Tech 13—
CMA he again played in the backman have had two seasons of com11. Gene Moxley
Utah over Brigham Young field, but this time it was from These are two of the stronger
petition under their belts and are
12. Norman Tice
(Continued on Page 6)
teams in the Southeastern Conferthe fullback position.
Pete was captain and was voted ence, and this should prove to be
the most valuable player during a good game.
Duke 14, Tennessee 13 — The
his final year at the military prep
school. He also played in the Volunteers are a strong team, but
.Upper and Lower State All-Star the Blue Devils are the ones to
Your Clemson Headquarters Since 1908
upset them, so this is the way we
game his junior year.
>»Pete also played on the Carlisle are guessing it.
Mississippi 32, Boston College 9
Jaseball nine. He captained the
team his senior year from his reg- —The Eagles won't show much
ular backstop position.
against the Rebels.
Upon entering
Clemson,
Georgia 27, Mississippi State 7—
"Greek" began his college foot- The Bulldogs are showing their
ball career from the blocking strength this year, and they will
(Continued on Page 6)
beat the Maroons more than Ten-

Tennis
Prospects

L. C. Martin Drag Company
Clemson Book Store

DID YOU KNOW
that you could buy a $5.50 meal ticket for
$5.00 plus tax? Each one you buy gives you
a chance to win another one FREE.
CHOICE FOODS - REASONABLY PRICED

CLEMSON CAFETERIA
Y. M. C. A. Building

Clemson, S. C.

SERVING CLEMSON STUDENTS, CLEMSON PEOPLE,
AND CLEMSON'S FRIENDS AND VISITORS
IS OUR WAY OF MIXING PLEASURE
WTH BUSINESS

"WHERE ALL CLEMSON MEETS a

Clemson's Tigers arrive home safely at the Anderson Airport Sunday following their 20-14 win over
Rice at Houston, Texas. The flying Bengals were met by several hundred fans. (TIGER staff
photo by Jack Trimmier.

KAY'S SHOP
• SPECIALTIES
Sweaters - Shirts - Blouses
Flowers - Scarfs
and
Jewelry

CLEMSON MEN ALWAYS WELCOME
—at—

MAYFAIR GRILL
AIR CONDITIONED

ANDERSON, S. C.

DO YOU
INHALE
Then you're better off
smoking PHILIP MORRIS
.••because PHILIP MORRIS is
definitely less irritating,
definitely milder than any
other lending brand I

PROVE IT YOURSELF
Take the
PHILIP MORRIS NOSE TEST
^start enjoying PHILIP MORRIS Jodayl

NO CIGARETTE
HANGOVER
means MORE SMOKING PLEASURE!

PHILIP MORRIS
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Little Theatre Playhouse Renovation Begins Here

By ALAN CANNON
If plans go through, Clemson
College will have,a humdinger of
a Little Theater soon. The College
ard of Trustees and the
Buildings and Grounds Committee have tentatively approved the
conversion of the building known
as the sheep barn into a playhouse
for the Clemson Little Theater
group.
The class of 1916 is now conducting a campaign to raise
funds for the renovation. Architect's plans have been completed in the department of
architecture for the building:.
Constructed many years ago to
house the flock of sheep kept on
the campus, the barn stands about
a block off the main Greenville
highway adjacent to the wellknown Hanover House. It is a
very large, 120 by 38 feet, structure, which Professor Gates, head
of the architecture department,
says will lend itself perfectly to
theatrics.
Conversion will include a physical set up for either regular
stage plays or "theater in the
round" which the Little Theater
has been presenting for the past
several years.
The building is large enough to
house a full sized auditorium,
stage, lobby, dressing rooms,
lounges, etc. No outside additions will be needed.
It has been said that for good
acoustics a theater should be twice
as long as it it wide. The auditorium will be 71 by 36 feet. Practiced rules also call for 150 cubic
feet per seat and there will be
exactly that number for 375 seats.
There were 500 paid memberships in the theater last year. Officials of the Little Theater hope
that the membership will top all
previous years this season. Richard A. McGinty is now president.

Manos
(Continued from Page 5)
position on the freshman football squad. The freshman team
that year was the best team
they have had in many years,
with such stars as Dimucci,
Smith, Wade, Rodgers, Bryant,
Hair, Barton, Crawford, and
Manos in the regular lineup.
They lost only one game that
year, to the Carolina Biddies.
Pete was moved to the varsity
his sophomore year and back to
his original guard position, where
he earned a starting berth and
has held it very capably since that
time. "The Greek" is expected
to give opposing tacklers plenty
of trouble with his down field
blocks this season.
Pete has also participated in
baseball while here at Clemson
primarily to keep in shape for
the coming football season.
When asked about his biggest
thrill in sports, Pete stated that
when he was a little boy in Brooklyn, he would go to see the Dodgers play every time they were in
town.
He added that the large crowds
at Ebbetts Field always astonished
him and he never dreamed that
he would ever play any kind of
sport in front of a crowd near
that size. Playing in the Orange
Bowl last year reminded him of
his days in Brooklyn and gave
him the thrill of his lifetime.
Pete stated that he loved music,
he loved New York, and he loves
those "Bums". He added, "win
or lose, the Dodgers are still tops
in my book."
"The Greek" is well known
for his witty remarks around the
Clemson campus and is well liked
by all. Pete can always be seen
around the campus with his bosom
buddy, Dan DiMuccj.
Pete and Dan met their freshman year here at Clemson and
have remained the closest friends
since. "Where there's Manos, there
is always DiMucci."
The Rice game meant more to
Pete than most people realize.
Pete's father saw his son play
football for the first time. Mr.
Manos should be highly pleased
with the way that Pete played
in that game.

The Sun Also Rises
(Continued from Page 3)
at Zelli's these American express
themselves, the curious synchopated rhythm of their lives; just
as Frances, the American girl, endures in a nagging scene outside
a cafe, Brett bares her soul in
fierce moments of tortured feeling. It is the hard, acid truth
about this group of ineffectuals,
model post-World War I. It conveys the tragedy of their lives,
particularly through the futile
love of Lady Brett Ashley' and
Jake Barnes, who tells the story.
It all looks so simple. He hasn't
even a story to tell. There are
no witty or purple patches. Yet,
when the book is finished, the
reader has heard a story, his mind
has been titillated by something
which must obviously have been
the author's sense of humor, and
flashes of scenes remain in the
memory despite his refusal to do
more than hint at what he sees.

Y. M. C. A. Membership Drive
Begins; Continues For Week
Freedom Crusade
Now In Progress
On Campus Here

Roles Announced
For Next Little
Theater Play

North Main Street
Owned and operated by Larry
Stanley, former Clemson man.
DO-NUTS

DILLARD

SPORTING
GOODS

p

HOBBY SHOP

ANDERSON, S. C.

SANDWICHES

Open Until 2 A. M.

Pictures at The z
■

Clemson YMCA "
'On the Campus'
Oct. 5—"GROUNDS FOR MARRIAGE" starring Van Johnson,
Kathryn Grayson. Also "FOB
HEAVEN'S SAKE" with Clif*
ton Webb, Joan Bennett.
Oct. 6. A Zane Gray picture,
"THE MYSTERIOUS RIDER,"
also "FRENCHIE" with Joel
McRae, Shelley Winters.
Oct. 8, 9, 10. "TERESA" with
Pier Angeli, John Ericson. Also
"HE RAN ALL THE WAY"
with John Garfield, Shelly
Winters.
Oct. 11-12. "APPOINTMENT
WITH DANGER" with Alan
Ladd Phyllis, Calvert.
Also
"PEGGY" with Diana Lynn,
Charles Cormurn,
You are invited to attend the
Vesper programs Sunday afternoon at 2:00 and 6:00. Rev. A.
L. Tubbs of Walhalla will
speak and Mrs. Tubbs will sing
and lead group singing.

HALE'S
Registered Jewelers - American Gem Society
LEADING JEWELERS AND DIAMOND MERCHANTS
SINCE 1856
Greenville
South Carolina

"A boyHestfriend u
is his mother...

game ended with the Tigers on
the Rice 21 after the Owls had
tried four desperation passes' in
an attempt to overcome the
Tigers' 20-14 lead.

Tigers, Gamecocks

Little Theater Offers
Cash Prize For Name
For New Playhouse

The Clemson Little Theater is
(Continued from Page 5)
offering a five dollar cash prize
Lehigh over Bucknell
California over Minnesota
for a name for the new "SheepColorado A & M over Colorado barn Theater."
College
The
old
sheepbarn, which
Kansas over Colorado U.
stands next to the well known
Columbia over Harvard
Cornell over Colgate
Hanover House, is to be remodelPenn and Dartmouth
ed and modernized for a Little
Florida over Loyola (Calif.)
Theater playhouse. The name is
Miami over Florida State U.
to relate to the Clemson College
Holy Cross over Fordham
Little Theater.
Oregon State over Idaho
Illinois over Wisconsin
RULES for the Contest are:
Indiana over Pittsburgh
1. The contest is open to
Purdue over Iowa
members of the Little Theater
Marquette over Iowa State
only.
^
Nebraska over Kansas State
2. The suggested name and
Michigan over Stanford
the member's name and season
Princeton over Navy
ticket number should be writNew Mexico over New Mexico
ten on a penny postal card and
A & M
mailed to: Secretary, Little
Notre Dame over Detroit
Theater, Box 542, Clemson.
Oklahoma over Texas A & M
Tickets for students ,may be
Washington State over OklahooWained from Mike McMillan in
ma A & M
the Architecture department or
College of Pacific over Oregon
from Alan Cannon, Room 8-102.
Villanova over Penn State
Tickets for community folks may
Rutgers over Temple
UCLA over Santa Clara

Complete Stock of Athletic
Equipment
RAWLINGS - WILSON

Sam's Luncheonette
116 North Main Street

24 College Street

ANDERSON, S. C.

First Math Quiz Is
Announced, (ash
Prizes Are Offered

DO-NUT
DINETTE

son contribute $1. If for any reason a student wishes his contribution to go to any one particular
cause, he may so designate; otherwise, his contribution will be divided on the basis of the pro-rata
amounts. The contributions are
divided—50% for the building
The Crusade for Freedom is
fund of the Clemson YMCA, 15%
the American people's challenge
for the World Student Service
to world Communism. It offers
Fund, 10% for the interstate
each one of us, as individual
YMCA work in the Carolinas,
citizens, the opportunity to
10% for the national and southstrike a blow for freedom—to
ern regional student work, 10%
add our voice to the voices of
for the world service program,
truth piercing the Iron Curtain.
and 5% for the World Student
Every day, hour after hour,
Christian Federation.'
the hard-hitting transmitters of
Radio Free Europe pierce the
Iron Curtain, sending hope to the
enslayed people, spiking Communist lies with the truth, and undermining the influence of the Red
rulers.
In launching thei Crusade for
Freedom last fall, General Eisenhower said, "Radio Free Europe
has the simplest, clearest charter
in the world: 'Tell the y Truth.'
General Lucius Clay, leader of
the Berlin Airlift, is directing the
Crusade for Freedom. Your conTENNIS RACQUETS
tribution, great or small, will help
him expand Radio Free Europe
RESTRUNG
into a network of freedom stations."
One Day Service

Things start popping this week in the Southern Conference
with six games including twelve of the conference
Roles in the forthcoming Little
Theater play "Squaring the Cir- teams.
As announced in the last issue
cle" were announced this week.
Three of the teams will be playing out of the conference of THE TIGER, the Mathematics
The major roles will be taken by
with North Carolina at Texas, VPI at Virginia, and Duke at Department will award $10.00
John Bennett, Anita Gates, Jim
Boykin, Joe Young, Sherry Bruck, Tennessee. The conference games on Saturday afternoon for the best solution and $5.00 for
Duna Godfrey, Bill Fanning, Re- are: George Washington at Maryland; W & L at W. Virginia; the second best solution to the
becca Water, and Dorothy MixRichmond at Wake Forest; VMI at Wm. and Mary; Citadel following problem—first in the
son.
planned series of prize problems: per and mail to Eugene Park, Box
The play is a satire on life in at Davidson; Furman at South Carolina; and Saturday
A city with a circular wall 122, Clemson, on or before SatCommunist Russia. The author, night, Clemson at N. C. State.
has
two gates, one at each end urday, October 27, 1951.
Valentino Kataev, is one of the
At the present, Duke, West Virginia, Wake Forest, Maryof the north and south diammost colorful personalities among
the present generation of Russian land, VMI, N. Carolina, .and Davidson are leading the con- eter. From the north gate a
ference with one win and no losses.
road leads directly north and
writers.
The play will be given on Nofrom the south gate a road
Standings:—
Conference
Games:
vember 12 and 13 in the Episcoleads directly east. What is the
°n Letterheads ^^wEft
Won Lost
op. diameter of the city if from a
pal Parish House. Mrs. John
P*
Gates is director of the play.
0
34
6 point three (3) miles north of
A Cmtn.cn pmiwiwo Be«vu»
Duke
1
SIMCC 1920 — PMOHC 3Z33
the north gate it is just pos7 sible to see past the wall to a
West Virginia
1
'0
18
ELECTRIC CITY PBINTINO CO.
■UT KMSOM,
»*«««BOM, ■•„<■■•-j
Hair Stars
Wake Forest
_1
0
21
6 point nine (9) miles east of the
(Continued from Page 4)
14 south gate?
54
0 .
Maryland
1
Tigers fumbled and Rice took
0 Here are the rules:
0
32
VMI
1
over on the Tiger 24. They drove
21
0
0
1
(1) This first contest is open
to the 21, before the Howardmen North Carolina
braced and held, as Archie Baker Davidson
20 only to sophomores and fresh32
0
1
batted down a fourth down pass.
61 men.
1
39
Washington & Lee
1
Hair ran for 14 yards. After
(2) Solutions are to be your
32
41 own work, but you may refer to
1
1
Hair bulleted a 14 yard pass to South Carolina
Smith, the ball rested on the Clemson
0 any book you wish.
0
0
0
Clemson 46. Hair made a first
(3) Entries will be judged upon
0
0
0
Wm.
&
Mary
0
down to the Rice 40.
the basis of correctness, clarity
32
1
0
0
Hair passed to Smith to the Richmond
of reasoning, explanation of the
32 steps involved, and neatness and
27. Shirley picked up two. George VPI
1
20
0
went for 15 yards to the Rice five.
26 orderliness of arrangement. The
1
7
Citadel
0
Hair picked up three. On fourth
decision of the judges will be
14
43 final.
2
— —0
down with a yard to go for a TD Furman _,
Radcliff tried a field goal but
Clemson is leading the state in all games played with
(4) Put your name, class, and
the ball was wide. Rice took over two wins and no losses. Wofford is next with a two and one campus mailing address in the upon the 20.
per left hand corner of your parecord, Carolina is third with one and one, and P. C. and
Rice punted after three nelFurman are tied for fourth with one and two records. The
igible plays and the Tigers took
other state teams have yet to get into the win column.
25,000 Used
over on the Rice 45. Hair passed to Smith for 14 yards as the
Standings:
third period ended. The Tiger
Books in Our
Won Lost
Pet.
offense bogged and Shirley
Clemson
2
0
1.000
punted.
Book Attic.
Wofford
2
1
.667
Rice failed to gain and had to
BOOKLOVERS'
:
1
1
.500
punt but Knoebel fumbled and the S. Carolina
Owls recovered on the Clemson Furman
1
2
.333
PARADISE
25. But Knoebel intercepted a
Presbyterian
1
2
.333
pass in the end zone to prevent a
2 •
Citadel
__0
.000
—also—
Rice score.
Neither team was able to do Erskine
3
.000
0
much more damage as the ball
ANTIQUES
3
.000
Newberry
0
swapped hands at mid field. The

DELANEY'S
Sporting Goods

EAT AT

Conference Lead Tied;
Clemson Leads State

STOP AT

The annual YMCA membership
campaign will begin tonight. The
drive will last for one week. All
students will be contacted and
asked to join.
It is requested that each per-

The Crusade for Freedom is
now in progress on the Clemson
campus. Posters and collection
boxes have been located at vari-'
ous points on the campus and in
town, and the student body will
be canvassed on October 8. '

m

WHEN IN ANDERSON

GREENVILLE, S. C.

Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open Til 1:00 A. M.

be obtained from Polly Lowry,
telephone 5140. Student tickets
are $1.00 and adult tickets are
$1.50. Tickets entitle the holder
to attend all Little Theater performances and functions.

DOORS
PLUMBING

NOAH'S ARK

i

Abbeville, S. C.

J. Paul Sheedy* Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil
Because He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test

'Cofaa***

SHEEDY was a big walrus-flower. "All I ever get is the cold
shoulder," he blubbered. So his roommate said: "Tusk,
tusk,you old soak—try a new wrinkle on that messy hair:
Wildroot Cream-Oil! Non-Alcoholic. Contains soothing
Lanolin. Freeze your hair from annoying dryness and loose,
ugly dandruff. Helps you pass the Finger-nail Test!" Now
Sheedy's really in the swim! Just sealed his engagement to
a pretty young flapper—and he's aboat to wisker off to
an ivory-covered cottage, So water you waiting fur? Get a
tube or bottle of Wildroot Cream-Oil Hair Tonic at any
drug or toilet goods counter! And ask your barber for
professional applications. "Now," you'll say, "Ice sea why
there's snow other hair tonic like Wildroot Cream-Oil!"

but Cigars are
a .Manx Smoke!
You need not inhale
to enjoy a cigar!

* of131 So. Harris HillRd., Williamsville, N. Y.
Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N. Y.

CIGAR INSTITUTE OF AMERICA, INC.
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